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Summit International has been a successful Distributor of PRO TECT® 
Surface Protection products for decades.
We have seen many competitors with cheaper and inferior products 
come and go.
Our products have proven to be of superior performance, value and we 
provide prompt service from local inventory to the construction and 
renovation industry.

We look forward to serving your company needs,

Robert A. Palmer, Sr.
President
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MULTI-USE RED
Multi-Use Red is a 2-mil. polyethylene film with slip-resistant protection 
for almost any hard surface. It protects your surface from dirt, grime and 
spills and is resistant to scuffs and abrasions. This product is excellent for 
protecting laminated plastic tile, vinyl, granite counter-tops, appliances, 
glass or almost any factory finished surface and is reverse wound for easy 
application. FIVE convenient builder-sizes are available.

Item No.
PMR24-200
PMR24-500
PMR36-200
PMR36-500

Description
24” X 200’ roll, 400 ft2
24” X 500’ roll, 1000 ft2
36” X 200’ roll, 600 ft2
36” X 500’ roll, 1500 ft2

Weight
8 lbs.
13 lbs.
10 lbs.
22 lbs.

PRO TECT® ADVANTAGE:
1. Prevents dust from getting in those hard to clean places.
2. Slip resistant protection for almost any hard surface.
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DUST & DIRT PROTECTION Order by phone: 800.461.8103





EZ PROP®

PRO TECT® EZ PROP® is made of steel and holds up to 170 pounds. 
Perfect for sealing off rooms by creating temporary dust control partitions 
and enclosures (pop the pins from the top of the pole, place plastic over 
pad, pop pins back in place). Holds up your drywall, building construction 
sheeting, cabinets, stairs, decorative boxbeams, cornice molding and most 
anything you need an extra hand to hold. Spreads warped jambs or lifts a 
door header jamb while it’s being reset. Use in your truck to divide a load 
of sheeting or as a cargo bar to keep materials secure. EZ PROP® is the 
perfect, multi-use, temporary brace, for on-the-job projects.

Item No.
EZP-10-2
EZP-16-2

Description
5’3” to 10’ E-Z Prop poles (set of 2)
6’8” to 16’ E-Z Prop poles (set of 2)

Weight
10 lbs.
15 lbs.

PRO TECT® ADVANTAGE:
1. Long Lasting Steel construction - NOT aluminum
2. Many uses - NOT a flimsy prop

DUST & DIRT PROTECTION

soft clear pads = NO CEILING MARKS

safety lock to hold EZ 
PROP® in position

pin system holds 
plastic sheeting  
in place 

comfortable 
non-skid grip 

durable steel construction
This pole will last! 
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Order by phone: 800.461.8103
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MULTI-USE PROTECTION

PRO TECT® SHOE BOOTIES

These aren’t your old cloth booties. PRO TECT® Shoe Booties are made 
of 3-mil. plastic which makes them slip resistant and able to hold moisture 
from your shoe inside the bootie. Help prevent scuffs, heel marks and foot 
traffic dirt at the source. This simple but effective plastic cover fits over 
shoes and larger work boots to protect carpet, hard surface floors and other 

DIAMOND GRIP SHOE BOOTIE

This heavier version is made of heavy grade lint-free 9 mil. polylatex 
film and its seamless design allows outstanding liquid protection with a  
better grip. Fits over all shoes and work boots to protect carpet and hard  
surface floors. 

PRO-TECT ADVANTAGE:
1. Seamless construction
2. Water and dirt stay off your floors

Item No.
PBDG-050

Description
50 pair, 9-mil., One size fits all  

Weight
2 lbs.

walking areas. 
Item No. 
PBLW-050 

Description
 50 pair, One size fits all 

Weight
3 lbs.

Order by phone by calling 800.461.8103











DUST & DIRT PROTECTION
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SAFETY BOOT GUARDRAIL SYSTEM
The fully reusable Safety Boot allows contractors to quickly construct 
free-standing OSHA-compliant, temporary guardrail systems for stairways, 
ramps, walkways, balconies and roofs. Use jobsite tools, fasteners and 
construction grade 2 x 4’s to construct the most cost effective solution 
for temporary guardrails on the market today. Each boot is made of high-
impact polymer and has built-in flanges allowing toeboards to be quickly 
inserted without fasteners. Toeboards can be lifted out temporarily to bring 
up material and for clean-up.
Item No.
PTSBRS

Description
single boot (use with 4x4 or 2x4)

Weight
4 lbs.

PRO TECT® ADVANTAGE:
1.  Made to last with high-impact polymer
2. Makes it EASY to make an OSHA compliant railing

Order by phone: 800.461.8103
















